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Plasma diagnostic data analysis often requires the original raw data as they are, in other words, at the same
frame rate and resolution of the CCD camera sensor. As a non-interlace VGA camera typically generates over
70 MB/s video stream, usual frame grabber cards apply the lossy compression encoder, such as mpeg-1/-2 or
mpeg-4, to drastically lessen the bit rate. In this study, a new approach, which makes it possible to acquire and
store such the wideband video stream without any quality reduction, has been successfully achieved. Simulta-
neously, the real-time video streaming is even possible at the original frame rate. For minimising the exclusive
access time in every data storing, it has adopted the directory structure to hold every frame files separately, instead
of one long consecutive file. The popular ‘zip’ archive method improves the portability of data files, however,
the JPEG-LS image compression is applied inside by replacing its intrinsic deflate/inflate algorithm that has less
performances for image data.
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1. Introduction
As a popular VGA (640× 480 pixels) full-color

camera constantly generates over 70 MB/s non-interlaced
video stream, ordinary frame grabber cards usually ap-
ply the lossy compression encoder, such as mpeg-1/-2 or
mpeg-4, to lessen the bit rate drastically. Diagnostic anal-
ysis of fusion plasma, however, basically requires to pro-
cess the raw data for extracting some analytical view or in-
formation. For 2-D diagnostics, whole the picture frames
produced by camera sensors must be preserved at the same
frame rate and resolution in the data acquisition (DAQ) and
storage system.

As a result of it, we often encounter the “data explo-
sion” problem, in which image data occupies the greater
part of storage volume. Fig. 1 (top) shows the transition of
LHD’s total data amount acquired by every shot. In the re-
cent few years, we could observe the deterioration of data
compression efficiency that is obvious as the difference be-
tween raw and compressed data sizes. Detailed values are
also listed in Table 1.

As camera image acquisition has started simultane-
ously with introducing the CompactPCI (cPCI) digitizers
in LABCOM system, total amount in 7-th cycle has no
camera data while 8-th cycle includes some. The compres-
sion ratio of 8-th cycle becomes much worse than previ-
ous. It has already been found that “zlib” compression al-
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Table 1 Deterioration of compression ratio from 2003 to 2004 [1].

7c 8c increased %
raw (MB) 868.3 2111.8 243.2

comp. (MB) 164.5 640.7 389.6
comp./raw (%) 18.9 30.3 –

gorithm, which is currently adopted as embedded scheme
in LABCOM system, becomes less compressive for 2-D
image data and even slower [1].

In this study, we have revamped some parts of DAQ
mechanisms in LABCOM system to improve the efficiency
of handling many 2-D camera frames or long-time video
streams. We certainly have paid attention to the physics re-
quirements that all the data processing must be “loss-less”,
in other words, keep the complete reversibility in case of
data compression.

2. DAQ Structure
LHD data acquisition system, i.e. “LABCOM system”

has been designed to adopt the “distributed structure” in
DAQ and storage servers. Especially, an individual DAQ
PC is distributed for each plasma measurement. It is very
advantageous when expanding or installing a new addi-
tional measurement. The good and continuous increase of
the number of diagnostics in LHD, as shown in Fig. 1 (bot-
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Fig. 1 Transition of shot-by-shot data amount in LHD (top), and
the number of diagnostics by each digitizer kind (bot-
tom): Some prominent peaks of data amount represent
quasi-steady-state experimental campaigns.

tom), is a very good proof of it.
As our prior works already reported [2, 3], LABCOM

system has been fully functional for steady-state opera-
tions with maximum acquisition throughput of 80 MB/s
from every digitizer front-end to DAQ computers. Such
the ultra-wideband performance has been brought by using
modern CompactPCI (PXI) digitizers. A PXI frame grab-
ber module has first enabled us to acquire full-color and
full-rate VGA frames in real time. Fig. 2 shows a schematic
view of LABCOM system.

3. Real-Time Streaming and Storing
The necessity of real-time (RT) data streaming is ex-

plained simply in left-hand side of Fig. 2. Not only the RT
display for monitoring the status of plasma measurements
but also the RT analysis by using massive-size diagnostic
data would be considered to be indispensable especially in
steady-state experiments.

This system, therefore, has been designed to be ready
for such the ultra-wideband data streaming as they are
generated, i.e. “loss-less”. Although maximum 80 MB/s
streaming is even possible, 1/N thinning is also available
by client request. It is because client PCs often have less
performance to receive the full-bandwidth stream continu-
ously. Streams are, therefore, sent by light-weight UDP/IP,

Fig. 2 Schematic view of LABCOM real-time and batch-
processing data acquisition structure: Left-hand part can
provides real-time data acquisition and retrieval, but right
one is *not* capable for it. Legacy CAMAC digitizers
works only on batch processing.

Fig. 3 Mechanism of inter-process data delivery for making
ultra-wideband real-time data streaming and storing in
parallel.

not heavy TCP/IP. By using a script-interpreting sample
viewer in PV-WAVE data visualisation platform, we have
easily confirmed 3∼5 fps throughput on non-powerful Pen-
tium III client PC. Fig. 3 explains the inside scheme of the
RT DAQ server.

Another difficulty exists in continuous data stor-
ing. As it is impossible to store non-stop data inflow
into an endless file, the continuous stream must be di-
vided into multiple time chunks to be stored as individ-
ual files. As a conceptual extension from LHD’s nor-
mal short-pulse experiments, we have decided to di-
vide every RT signals into consecutive 10 second chunks
and number them with incremental sub-shot integer,
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Fig. 4 Performance of 2*HDD RAID-0 striping disk array: As
every HDD has ∼ 1 MB RAM cache internally, writing
throughputs for 2 MB and less block sizes never represent
proper values.

such as #654321.1, #654321.2, #654321.3, ...,
#654321.NN. This mechanism also enables us to read RT
data quasi-parallelly even in the middle of non-stop data
writing.

Even though larger I/O throughput generally requires
bigger I/O block size, one UDP/IP message size is limited
under 65535 bytes. So, data storing blocks must be much
bigger than network streaming ones. In order to manage
both of them in RT DAQ computer, we have applied the
shared memory (SHM) mechanism to make one inflow to
diverge into two ways.

HDD also has a limit for internal data transfer, which
is commonly 40∼ 60 MB/s. Therefore, RAID-0 (striping)
by writing in parallel to multiple HDDs is necessary when
data inflow is over 40 MB/s. Fig. 4 shows a test result of
two HDD’s RAID-0 performance. Here we can see that
read-out performance depends on its block size propor-
tionally, and that writing one is almost independent. It is
rather much sensitive to the difference of filesystem types.
It is quite natural that more secure “journaling” filesystem
(NTFS) provides much less speed than non-journaling one
(FAT32).

Anyway, we have confirmed that usual cameras, from
8-bit greyscale interlaced VGA (∼ 8.8 MB/s) to 32-bit full-
color progressive one (∼ 70.3 MB/s), can be managed by
our system.

4. Portable Archive File
As a camera signal contains temporal series of 2-D

frames, the whole data become much bigger only by one
channel output. For instance, a color VGA camera acquires
about 70 GB video data for a thousand second long-pulse
discharge. In such case, loading the whole data on main
memory of data analyzing PCs will be almost impossi-
ble. Then the fast data retrieval of specified frames, not
the whole data, will be indispensable.

Fig. 5 “titz” archive file format: It has the inside structure to
store multiple blocks, however, it has no indexing table
for faster seek of every data blocks.

LABCOM system has been utilizing the (de)flate
compression algorithm which is very popular as famous
“zlib”, “gzip”, and “zip” packages. From once compressed
block, it is very difficult to retrieve some part of a whole
block without decompression. So, in order to make it possi-
ble to pick out a part of data, they must be first divided into
smaller pieces and then compressed separately. For image
data, frame-by-frame compression is considered to be most
convenient.

To realize the structured compressed blocks, we first
tried to introduce “titz” library which outputs a sequen-
tially attached compressed blocks with some informative
headers [4]. However, the seek speed to jump to the spec-
ified block becomes slower with longer titz archive. It is
because in titz archive we always have to seek the whole
file from the beginning until reaching the specific block.
(Fig. 5)

For enabling direct jump to the head of specific block,
archive file should have so-called an “index” table of
contents inside. Therefore, we decided to apply standard
“.ZIP” archive format because it has a fast seeking index
at the end, namely “central directory” [5].

[local file header 1]

[file data 1]

[data descriptor 1]

.

.

.

[local file header n]

[file data n]

[data descriptor n]

[archive decryption header]

[archive extra data record]

[central directory]

[file header 1]

.

.

[file header n]

[digital signature]

[end of central directory record]

This inside structure of .ZIP also enables us to have
“Shot/Channel/(Frame)” sub-container structures with
data block(s) and meta-informative text files in each.
Therefore, all waveform chunks and image frames are
compressed separately and stored having independent file-
names in archive.
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Fig. 6 Contents’ structure of new LABCOM/X .ZIP archive
file: “.jls” filename extension means JPEG-LS file.

As zlib (de)flate method is embedded in .ZIP utility,
1-D waveform data can be compressed and archived unin-
terruptedly into .ZIP file. On the other hand, 2-D image
data have to be compressed by the external method before
making structured archive file. We have examined both the
compression speed and efficiency of plural algorithms, and
decided to adopt JPEG-LS [1, 6]. This new file archiving
has been named as “LABCOM/X” format in which a se-
ries of 1-D and 2-D data files can be mixed, as shown in
Fig. 6.

5. Conclusion
In this study, a new approach, which makes it possible

to acquire and store such the wideband video stream with-
out any quality reduction nor time gap, has been success-

fully achieved. Simultaneously, the real-time video stream-
ing is even possible at the original frame rate.

For minimising the exclusive access time in every data
storing, it has adopted the directory structure to hold every
frame files separately, instead of one long consecutive file.
The popular “zip” archive method improves the portability
of data files, however, the JPEG-LS image compression is
applied inside by replacing its intrinsic deflate/inflate algo-
rithm that has less performances for image data.

By using a standard and popular .ZIP archive format,
data portability has been quite improved than the previous
private one. We could expect that this advantage will lead
to a better inter-connectivity in multi-site data systems.
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